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This is a thorough and profusely illustrated guide to building a timber-frame house. Grounded in
ancient tradition, timber-frame construction is admirably suited to fulfill today's need for durable,
energy-efficient housing and other building needs. First published in 1977, this book is now in its
ninth printing and is established as a classic in the field.
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Originally copyrighted in 1977, The Timber Framing Book was one of the first books published about
the timber framing revival. Stewart Elliott and Eugenie Wallas have carefully crafted a simple book
on the basics, including planning, mathematics and simple engineering, layout, joint cutting and
raising. There are a large number of very nice drawings by Linda Foss that illustrate all aspects of
timber frames. In the center of the book are 22 pages of black and white photographs by Jeremy
Foss and Randy Hillner that clearly document the raising of a frame, beginning to end. The last
chapter of the book describes the building of a 12' x 16' timber frame shed. There are drawings, a
timber schedule and complete raising plan to test you new found skills. This was done in the March
1980 issue of Rodale's New Shelter magazine, including a clapboards and a slate roof. Also
included are a seven page Glossary, a two page Bibliography, a five page Appendix of drawings of
basic timber framing joints and their uses. The Timber Framing Book is a great way to get a clear
understanding of timber frames before graduating to books by other authors like Tedd Benson. This
book is a must have for any timber framer's toolbox.

This book is excellent for all beginners and experienced carpenters alike. It gives all the information
needed to complete a timber frame project, and gives the info in easy to understand terminalogy. It
has good examples of all the types of joinery needed for a timber frame. I have just finished doing a
16 x 24 foot pottery building that has turned out very nice. I made all my plans and cut the timbers
by using the information in this book. It has been a valuable tool in the process.

Profusely illustrated with diagrams by Linda Foss and photos by Jeremy Foss and Randy Hillner,
"The Timber Framing Book" is a superbly written and organized 169-page instruction manual
co-authored by timber framing experts Stewart Elliott and Eugenie Walls. Beginning with a historical
and commentary on timber framing, individual chapters focus on 'Getting Started', 'The Frame', and
then go on to the technical details of framing calculations and measurements, joinery, laying out and
cutting joints, laying out and cutting braces, rafters, traditional decorative treatments of timbers,
'Raisin' Day', frame design and timber orders, then conclude with a chapter dedicated to building a
12' by 16' shed. Enhanced with the inclusion of a three page bibliography, a glossary of specialized
terms, and an appendix of line-drawn illustrations, "The Timber Framing Book" is an exceptionally
'user friendly' introduction to the basics of timber framing and a very strongly recommended addition
to personal, professional, academic, and community library Architecture and Woodworking
reference collections.

I haven't even finished reading this book, and I've already been asked "How do YOU know so much
about timberframing!?" I am able to speak the "language" and have already designed my first
building. I bought 3 books about timberframing to make sure I learned enough to get by, the other
two books are collecting dust!

We are trying to rehabilitate a 200 year old post-and-beam farmhouse and this has been very
helpful. It has very detailed drawings of what used to be a common way of building houses. It
includes labelled diagrams of the parts of the house, various ways to cut the joints, tools,
dimensions of a 12x16 shed and a huge amount of encouragement. Very worthwhile purchase.

The book that I received is actually two books under one cover - the "Timber Framing Book" and
another volume that consists of several 'case studies' in rural/country construction written by the
builders. Both are very interesting and valuable. "Timber Framing" focuses on design and

techniques and "In Harmony With Nature" is best when it describes problems (and their solutions)
during actual construction.

Good start to timber framing essentials. First of many books in my collection of timber framing.
Information is of use for someone that wants to know how to start out in timber framing. Overall a
decent book for a self starter.

This is a good example of a well written book on the subject in terms anyone can understand . I
enjoyed it I am proud to have it in my collection of books on timber framing . I would highly
recomend it to anyone who wants to know about timber framing. It is clear and healpful. Thanks
Richard Beck
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